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Letter from the Editor
Dear readers,

Welcome to Issue 11 of
PaleoSeti Magazine!

After 10 free issues of Pa-
leoSeti Magazine, we had
to make a difficult deci-
sion. We came to the con-
clusion that the time
commitment to produce
the magazine is too great
in order to continue it free of charge. 

So we had to change it for a pay-per-issue model of
US$1.50 per issue. We think this is a fair price for the
unique content in PaleoSeti Magazine. We hope you
agree and will stay with us in the future. 

In this issue, we will have a closer look at the “Stone
of Kings” as Jade is sometimes called. Why has Jade
been chosen by so many ancient cultures as a “sa-
cred” stone, and why was it always associated with
Royalty? Are there any special secrets surrounding
Jade? In the second article we will look at the famous
Antikythera Mechanism, this ancient Greek mechan-
ical puzzle which was rescued from the bottom of the
Mediterranean Sea almost a century ago.

In the future, we will have new and exciting surprises
for you in store. Many more ancient mysteries are
waiting to be discovered. Let us take you there and
stimulate the mind. In a world with so many nega-
tives, the search for the truth of what really happened
in our ancient past can be an “island of calm”. We
have to make the world a better place, let’s start by
uncovering mysteries together. 

For now I hope you will enjoy this issue of PaleSeti
Magazine.

Sincerely Yours,

Herbert Eisengruber
Editor-in-Chief, paleoseti magazine
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The ancient ruins of Mesa Verde in the USA. The
native people in the region had a strong connec-
tion to the stars. Many buildings had a strong as-
tronomical connection.



Precious and semi-precious stones were, therefore, a
key to human development worldwide. As time went
on early humans and cultures learned how to work
with the stones and developed skills which led to in-
credible art. But are there stones that are “special”
among those special stones?

In Issue 6 of PaleoSeti Magazine I wrote about quartz,
one of the hardest stones known to man, which the an-
cient cultures seemed to have no problem working
with, despite not having the right tools to do so.

Yet there is another stone which had the special atten-
tion of the ancient people in many cultures all over the
world. This stone is commonly known as Jade.

To start out, let’s have a look at what Jade is. As always,
Wikipedia knows more:

“

Article by Herbert Eisengruber

ince the dawn of time, stones, rocks and minerals
have captivated human kind’s imagination. Gem
stones always had special meaning in different

cultures all over the world; they defined social status,
wealth and were – and still are - important for the def-
inition of beauty. Diamonds are a girl’s best friend after
all.

But sometimes gem stones and minerals also served
an important role in tool making and other “practical”
applications. Obsidian is such an example. Ever since
humans started to use tools, obsidian -with its special
properties- was utilized for cutting instruments, spear-
and arrowheads. Larger Obsidian deposits helped de-
velop the first settlements humanity ever established.

THE SADDEST ASPECT OF LIFE RIGHT NOW IS
THAT SCIENCE GATHERS KNOWLEDGE FASTER
THAN SOCIETY GATHERS WISDOM.

ISSAC ASIMOV.

THE STONEOF
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green.
It comes in different shades varying
from green, lavender, red, yellow, white and black, but

by far the most common color is green. Some
rare shades (imperial

green) of the stone are
among the most expensive stones in the
world. But the reason Jade is highly sought after
today, has historic reasons.

In the ancient world, Jade seemed to have been
something very special. The amazing thing: This phe-
nomenon can be found in ancient cultures all over the
world. The ancient Mesoamerican people (Maya,
Atzecs etc.) regarded Jade as the “Stone of Kings”. An-

” [1]

The above definition is not as
boring as it might seem. We will
come back to it. Jade is a stone
which naturally appears in quite
a few places all over the world.
Today the main mining spots
are Guatemala, China, India,
Canada, Russia and many other countries. The demand
for Jade is unusually high, especially since it has no real
“practical” applications like diamonds. Jade is simply in
high demand in many cultures for historical reasons.

First and foremost, it's a coveted stone to be used in
jewelry. Especially in the Asian markets, Jade in certain
colors can fetch nice prices. But also in the Latin Amer-
ican market, Jade is a prized possession. During a trip
to Guatemala, we visited a Jade factory in which one
can see the de-

mand and the high prices this stone
can fetch.

It is a common misconception that Jade is always

Jade Facts
Mohs Hardness of 7 with amonoclinic crystal structure – Jadeite
Mohs Hardness of 6.5 with a monoclinic crystal structure –
Nephrite

For centuries it was believed that Jade was but one gem stone. In
1863 that changed. Two types of Jade were recognized, Jadeite and
Nephrite.

Jadeite is found in rocks, as pebbles and as boulders; some boul-
ders actually developed a skin of sorts around the Jadeite which is
often incorporated into carvings.  Both Myanmar and Guatemala
have been found rich with Jadeite, but it is also found in Japan and
the western part of the US.
Nephrite’s greatest deposits have been found in many forms in
China, Central Asia, and later in Myanmar; later to be discovered in
Russia, Siberia, New Zealand, Canada, Mexico, and the USA, among
others.
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Jade from different countries. Canadian Jade on the bottom, Russian Jade on the right.



cient Jade artifacts can be found in museums all over
Central and South America and the culmination is cer-
tainly the absolutely stunning Jade mask of Pakal the
Great, the mysterious ruler of Palenque (see: PaleoSeti
Magazine Issue 3). The ancient Maya artists created
this magnificent piece along with the Ruler's neck-
laces, earrings and bracelets of many different pieces
of top quality Jade. Browsing through any of the Cen-
tral American museums will reveal that the top qual-
ity pieces were only designed for royalty and the
ruling class by the top artisans of the time.
For the ancient cultures of Asia - India, Japan, Korea
and especially China – Jade was, and is, a very spe-
cial - for some, the most special - stone always
connected to the gods, royalty and wealth. In a
more esoteric context, Jade is said to bring good
fortune and luck.
What is so special about Jade? Why Jade and
not any other stone? There are stones which are
rarer (scarcity always increases value, today and
in the past), look just as nice and are easier to
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A Jade factory in Guatemala. To this day, Jade is big
business in this Central American country.
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Torso of a Jade horse from the ancient Han dynasty in China. Source:

Wikipedia, unknown photographer.



forces in Asia were far from capitulating. The world and
the Allies have grown tired of war and everybody
wanted it to end as swiftly as possible. The constant
pressure of having the best weapons and technology
available to win battles led to great advances in tech-
nology on both sides during the war years. Radar,
sonar, rockets and jet-engines
are just

a few examples of tech-
nology developed for and dur-
ing the war. But the biggest
bang – in the true sense of the
word – was developed by the
Americans with the help of some
of the smartest physicists at the
time in New Mexico, USA, during
a top secret project called the
“Manhattan Project”. We know it
now as the nuclear bomb. The
bomb was ultimately used on the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, killing an estimated
number of 200,000 human beings.
The bomb helped to bring World
War II to an earlier end, but caused
indescribable pain and suffering. To
this day, the two bombs dropped on
Japan are the only times such
weapons were used during battle.
Let’s hope it will stay that way. This is

work with. Soapstone is such an example; it is very sim-
ilar to Jade in appearance. And indeed, soapstone
(Speckstein for my audience in the German speaking
realm) was widely used in Asia as some form of "Jade
for the poor".
It cannot be stressed enough how sought after Jade
was in ancient Asia and especially China. So much so,
that many bright minds were hired by kings and em-
perors to create it artificially. Those were the
counterparts of the alchemists in Europe, who
desperately wanted to create gold. Regular
readers of PaleoSeti Magazine will remember the
article "The Colors of the Ancients" in Issue 6. [2]
The quest for artificial Jade in ancient times led
to the discovery of a mysterious paint applied to
the terra-cotta warrior army of the first Chinese
emperor. [2]
Does Jade have any other special properties?
Something that connects it to the 'gods', the ones
that ancient kings and emperors associated them-
selves with all over the world in times long past?
The answer to this question is complex as the re-
search into this is still in its early stages. Follow me
as I attempt to “think out loud” and get an explana-
tion for the ancients’ obsession with Jade which con-
tinues to this day. To do this, we will have to make a
cut:

In July 1945, a big part of the world laid in ruins. In Eu-
rope, Germany just capitulated a month before, mil-

lions upon millions of people lost their lives. Unlike
in Europe, the Japanese
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“Trinitite” is a glass like substance left behind by mas-
sive explosions. Source: Wikipedia.

The only known properly exposed color still shot from the Trinity explosion, the first 

nuclear explosion (at least in modern times). Source: Wikipedia; Photo: Jack W. Aeby



sandwiches and snacks, but also
rocks and fossils from the area and
the rest of the country. I stopped at
some for some refreshments when
a box of green rocks caught my eye.
It was marked with “Local Trinitite –
buy a piece of history”. The small,
greenish rocks reminded me of some
raw Jade my father had in his mineral
collection. But I never heard of Trini-
tite before. The sales person enlight-
ened me: The nuclear explosion of
the bomb activated here on this
fateful day in 1945, created such
tremendous heat and pressure that
it melted the local sand and rocks
into a greenish, glassy substance.
Named “Trinitite” after the Trinity
site, it has always been a popular
souvenir for many tourists com-
ing to the area. In the late 1940s,
Trinitite was also used in com-
mercial jewelry advertised as
“Bomb-site Jewelry”. Although

very commonly
known. But the world has seen many

more nuclear explosions as is known to many. Between
1945 and 2016 more than two thousand nuclear
weapons have been detonated by several nations.
During a 3 month tour of the United States in 2003, I
drove through New Mexico in search of Ancient Rock
carvings when I came across signs of the “Trinity Na-
tional Historic Site”. Merely by coincidence, I drove
Highway 380, and I stood about 3km away from the
site that the world’s first nuclear explosion took place
on July 16th, 1945. It is a chilling site, one that changed
the world forever.
Driving further on Highway 380 one comes across
many small roadside businesses, selling cold drinks,
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Different examples of “Trinitite”. Once polished it resem-
bles Jade remarkably well. Source: Wikipedia.

Raw Jade. Source: Wikipedia.

“Impact glass” from the Lybian desert. Similar to Trinite but caused by a meteor
impact. Source: Wikipedia.



” [3]
And then there is the Brahmashirsha astra “

.” [3]
I could go on and on about weaponry and technology
in the ancient Indian texts. For the interested reader, I
suggest the study of the works of Dr. Dileep Kumar
Kanjilal, a retired professor of the Calcutta Sanskrit Col-

being a sucker for little souvenirs and memorabilia
from my trips, the fact that Trinitite is quite radioactive
prevented me from bringing one home. It might also
be that Trinitite jewelry is not the healthiest option for
a loved one and that’s why it hasn’t become the most
popular seller in a jeweler’s arsenal. Like I said, “Dia-
monds are a girl’s best friend.”
You may ask what does all of that have to do with
Jade? Patience, we will get to it.
In many ancient scripts and holy books from all over
the world, the interested reader can find stories of de-
struction and war among the ‘gods’. Probably the most
well-known battles can be found in the ancient Hindu
texts of the Mahabarata and the Ramayana. These
texts contain incredible detail about the technology
the “gods” used in ancient times. Among this technol-
ogy – which will interest us in future issues of PaleoSeti
Magazine – the texts describe weapons which the
“gods” fought their wars with.
One of those weapons was the Brahmastra:
“
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Ancient Indian depiction of the God Shiva. Note the statue surrounded by an oval
shape with stylized flames. Memories of an ancient nuclear  explotion“mushroom” .
Source: Wikipedia.

Battle scene from the ancient Indian vedes. The vedes tell us about epic wars with incredibly

powerful weapons. Source: Wikipedia.



” [7]

Trinitite-like substances and glasses are also found in
the ancient town of
Mohenjo-Daro in
Pakistan, ancient
sites in the Gobi
desert that covers
China and Mongo-
lia as well as in
places in Libya.
Of course, Trinitite-
like substances can
be created by other
intense blasts not
only nuclear explo-
sions. They have
been found near
meteor impact
craters for example.
But such an impact
crater is – by defini-
tion – pretty visible.
The strange thing is
that - in most cases
of Trinitite and
glass-like residue
among ancient sites

and settlements – these craters are absent.
Still, what does all of this have to do with Jade? So let’s
do a little thought experiment:
Imagine people without any technical knowledge wit-
nessing an explosion of the scale of a nuclear blast.
Maybe even witnessing the destruction of a settle-
ment. After a while, those people would return to the
site of the blast. What a traumatic experience that must
have been. The god(s) must be all powerful. What’s
more, they now find green stones that weren't there
before. Naturally, everybody wants one. The stones are
highly coveted “relics” as they must be connected to
the god(s). Word gets out and spreads like wildfire.
Over the decades, centuries and even millennia, the
blast event becomes a mythological event. One which
gets told and re-told over many generations. Details
will be added or forgotten, but the core will be the
same. What stays is the longing for the “artifacts”,
those mysterious green stones, the stone of the all-

lege and a leading scholar in Sanskrit. He is famous for
his Book " ". [5]
The ancient Indian site of Paraspur contains ruins that
shows violent destruction, consistent with the force of
a nuclear blast. Not only are the destruction of the
buildings interesting, but also the fact that the stones
show the presence of a glass like layer. In other parts
of the site, rocks very similar to Trinitite have been
found. In PaleoSeti Magazine Issue 1 [4], I talked about
the site Saqusayhuaman above the city of Cusco in
Peru, where the same signs of destruction along with

very similar stones covered with the glass-like sub-
stance have been found.

““
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Artist’s depiction of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah in the Bible. Did a nu-
clear explosion happen here in ancient times? Source: Wikipedia.



of China told stories about suits or clothing completely
made from Jade.
Then, from 1968 to 1983, several spectacular finds of
complete body suits made from Jade have been found
in Graves from several ancient Chinese dynasties. The
suits are stunning in their workmanship and cover the
whole body from head to toe. Some details of the suits,
like the hands look extremely modern, like gloves with
silk linings. The suits are made with hundreds of pieces
of jade that are tightly woven together with durable
silk thread. Although thousands of years old, the suits
look like they came out of a factory yesterday. All the
suits are generally considered burial suits by archaeol-
ogists as they were used to bury the bodies of the Chi-
nese Emperors in. But does that necessarily mean that
this was their main or only purpose? History teaches
us that people have always been buried with or in
things which were important to that society or in the
individual. We know that from Egyptian pharaohs who

powerful god(s), the stone of kings. What
is closest in appearance to this “Stone of
the Gods”? Jade fits the bill. On top of
everything, it turns out that Jade is ex-
tremely durable while still workable with
relatively unsophisticated tools.
Is it a coincidence that to this day Jade
which displays the closest appearance to
pure Trinitite is the most valuable?  
Keep in mind the above is just a thought
experiment. I’m thinking out loud, think
“outside the box.”
Or could it be that Jade is much more than
we previously thought. Much more than
just a pretty stone – an ornamental rock -
we can make jewelry out of?
Remember the Jade definition at the be-
ginning of this article, and I said we will
come back to it?
Let’s have a look at it again:
“

” [1]
Wow! Jade contains a form of asbestos!
Asbestos is certainly something even peo-
ple without any science background have
heard of before as it is infamous for its car-
cinogenic properties. Asbestos is a natural
flame and heat inhibitor. When industrial-
ization began in the late 1800s, it rapidly
became the go-to substance for anything that needed
to be heat resistant. By the 1970s, Asbestos was every-
where. From drywall to ceiling tiles, car brakes to pro-
tective clothing for firefighters. If you live or work in a
house which was built in the 1950s to the 1970s,
chances are that asbestos was used in its construction
in some form or another. The unfortunate part is – as
most people know by now – that Asbestos is highly
carcinogenic. It is estimated that asbestos still kills ap-
proximately 12000-15000 people per year in the US
alone.
Is it possible, that Jade was used in ancient times for
something other than purely decorative purposes? As
I mentioned previously Jade is considered highly
durable.
In 1968, a discovery made in China which confirmed
what many archaeologists at the time believed was
merely a fairy-tale and a myth. The ancient scripture
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A Han Dynasty jade burial suit at the
National Museum of China, Beijing. 
Source: Wikipedia.
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Top: Several complete Jade burial suits have been found in China. Each exquisitely made. Note the full body suit includes the face, just like a
modern flame retardant suit today (right).
Below: Very modern looking detail of a glove of the Jade burial suit. Source: Wikipedia.



a purpose during the life of its owner? Did it provide
protection for high heat and other undesirable side ef-
fects of a technical nature?

All these are questions I dare to ask. Questions which
need much more research to be answered. Let’s get on
it.
_________________________________________
[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jade
[2] Eisengruber, Herbert "The Colors of the Ancients";

PaleoSeti Magazine Issue 6
[3] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu_mythologic-

al_wars
[4] Eisengruber, Herbert “Cusco, Peru – Playground of

the Titans”; PaleoSeti Magazine Issue 1
[5] Daniken, Erich von, Kanjilal, Dileep Kumar; “Habe

ich mich geirrt? – Pages 225-236”
[6] Bible, Book of Genesis 19
[7] http://www.s8int.com/sodom-gomorrah2.html
[8] Eisengruber, Herbert "Old mystery Palenque – New

Discoveries"; PaleoSeti Magazine Issue 

have been buried with all kinds of household items,
weapons or even animals. Ever since human beings
buried their dead, they did so with important items.
The better social rank the dead person had, the more
precious the items buried with him or her.
Could it be that the Jade “burial” suit had a completely
different purpose all together? Was it even a burial
suit? 
Were the Jade suits found in the graves protective
suits? The incredible durability of Jade along with its
ability to provide protection from heat and flames (As-
bestos group) would make the Jade suits amazing can-
didates for high heat resistant, flame retardent gear as
we know today for firefighters or any other profession
that requires to work with high temperatures.

Not only the ancient Chinese made “body protection”
out of Jade. In Issue 3 of PaleoSeti Magazine [8], I wrote
about the Jade mask of “Pakal the Great”, the ancient
ruler of Palenque. This Pakal is also depicted on the fa-
mous sarcophagus lid of Palenque on which one can
clearly see flames shooting out of the back of the
“craft” Pakal is sitting in. Was the Jade mask more than
just decoration and a burial mask after all? Did it serve
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Detail of a Chinese Jade burial suit. Source: Wikipedia.





the
Greek Island of Rhodes
leave their harbor and sail towards their nor-
mal fishing grounds near the North African coast. After
the work is done, they sail towards their home again
when an upcoming storm forces them to stop and an-
chor at – during this time- the almost uninhabited Is-
land of Antikythera. They rest for the night in a small,
rocky bay to wait out the storm. The small Island of An-
tikythera lies on an ancient trade route; for thousands
of years, ships sailed through here and the large Island
of Crete to the Southeast. The Islands here are also
known for their many shipwrecks, ancient and modern.
The next morning, the sun is up again and the storm
has moved on. Since they are already here, the fisher-

Article by Herbert Eisengruber

he first years of the past century were ex-
citing for the progress of science. Albert
Einstein wrote his major works in Switzerland and

the whole world stepped into a new industrial revolu-
tion with seemingly endless possibilities.
In Archaeology Egypt with its Valley of the Kings, it
started to receive major attention from archaeologists
and wealthy investors. Science and Archaeology were
“in” and were discussed in fine clubs, during cricket and
polo games over good brandy.
Little did they know that one of the most stunning and
puzzling discoveries the world has ever seen was made
off a tiny island in Greece by very unlikely explorers.

The Discovery
The year is 1900, shortly before the Christian world cel-
ebrates Easter. A party of six sponge fishermen from

out place, out of time

The
Antikythera 
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outline of a large shipwreck at a depth of about 45 me-
ters. He also spots what is rather typical for Mediter-
ranean shipwrecks and a dead giveaway that the
shipwreck is old: Ancient Amphoras. A few meters fur-
ther he spots something even more exciting: A pile of
bronze and marble statues. He has seen ancient arti-

men decide to dive for sponges in these waters un-
known to them. Maybe they will get lucky. Sponge
divers can dive to an amazing depth of 40-50 meters
(~150 feet), and Elias Stadiatis is one of them. He
jumps off the boat into the warm Mediterranean wa-
ters. To his amazement, he spots what looks like an

A modern reconstruction of the Antikythera Mechanism. Around the world, only a handful of these reconstruc-
tions exist. All of them vary slightly in function as the interpretations of the gears differ in each case.
Source: Wikipedia Commons
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Top: A table showing the functions of the known gears and their computational values.

Bottom: The schematic layout of the Antikythera Mechanism shows how incredibly complex it is. 

Source: Wikipedia Commons
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facts in the ocean before and immediately recognizes
the badly overgrown remnants. He surfaces with a life-
sized arm of a bronze statue and presents it to his col-
leagues. The crew marks the site of the shipwreck and
sail home to their port. The honorable and courageous
men report their find to the proper authorities, bring-
ing the bronze arm of the statue with them for proof.
The divers were ultimately rewarded for their find and
their honesty with the sum of $5000, a very nice
amount of money, especially for the time.
What followed were several recovery expeditions to
the site, mounted by the Greek Archaeological Society
and the Greek Archaeological Museum in Athens
where most of the recovered finds are still housed
today.
The shipwreck contained a wealth of different artifacts,
ranging from pottery, amphoras, marble and bronze
statues, sculptures and many others.
As archaeologists examine the artifacts in more detail
after being brought back to the Greek capital of
Athens, one strange “rock” captures the eyes of ar-
chaeologist Valerios Stais. He noticed a strange gear
embedded into the rock. He is perplexed and com-
pares its appearance to an astronomical clock. But his
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Ancient Persian “Astrolabes” are the closest mechanisms in ancient times. These were made around from
about 1000AD until about the 1800s. Although the Astrolabes are relatively complex in design, the do not com-
pare to the complexity of the Antikythera Mechanism; Image source: Wikipedia Commons

It was not until the 1400s century (1600 years after the Antikythera Mechanism)
that machines got as complex as the “Gears from the Greeks”
Image source: Wikipedia Commons



Professor de Solla Price’s work is a thorough investiga-
tion with -for the time- top of the line scientific meth-
ods. Along with Greek nuclear physicist, Charalampos
Karakalos, he makes 82 images with an X-Ray and
Gamma Ray imager and is able to study the artifact in
detail without damaging it. The 82 x-ray images finally
reveal the complexity of what is now called the An-
tikythera Mechanism. The Mechanism was found in
one main lump, but was later divided into several frag-
ments, and the close examination reveals fine and ex-
tremely complex gearing, Greek writing on many of the
fragments, symbols, holes for levers and handles. The
mechanism seemed to have originally been housed in
a wooden box of some sort. Material analysis revealed
that the gears were made from bronze. In his work,

colleagues at the time don’t agree with him. For them,
the gears are too complex to be from the time of the
other finds of the shipwreck. They conclude that the
rock with the gears must be from a much later time.
The scholars mention the artifact in a few papers, but
soon lose interest in the item, and it disappears in the
vault of the National Museum of Athens for the next
50 years. [1]
In 1951, Yale University Professor and science historian,
Derek de Solla Price, stumbles across notes mentioning
the item and becomes interested. Over the next 20
years he studies the strange artifact and his research
concludes in the amazing science publication with the
long name “

” [2]
19

Exploded view of an 1800 century astrolabe; Image source: Wikipedia Commons



Professor de Solla Price dates the mechanism back to
at least 80 B.C.
The complexity of the device simply stuns the scien-
tists. They count at least 30 different gears in various
diameters and teeth sizes. In the book “Gears of the
Greek…” they painstakingly reconstruct and re-calcu-
late what the machine would have been used for in an-
cient times. 
The complexity of the mechanism is without example
in ancient times. Machines comparable to the device
are not seen in history until the invention of astronom-
ical clocks in the 1400s.
Professor de Solla Price’s groundbreaking work on the
Antikythera Mechanism in the 1970s doesn’t stand
alone, though. Several scientists and researchers have
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The original remnants of the Antikythera Mechanism in the National Museum in
Athens, Greece. Source: Wikipedia.
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Derek de Solla Price’s book “Gears from the Greeks” is THE book to read if one is in-
terested in the Antikythera Mechanism.



[1]
After Derek de Solla Price, several other papers have
been published on the Antikythera mechanism, most
notably Tony Freeth and Alexander in their book "The
Cosmos in the Antikythera Mechanism". [3]
They painstakingly reconstructed the mechanism’s ca-
pability to calculate planetary movements, the sun and
moon, lunar anomalies like eclipses and other calendar
and astronomical functions.
The Antikythera mechanism did all of that in 80 B.C.!
The latest estimates date the device even further back,
some scholars say as far as ~200 B.C.
So what makes the Antikythera mechanism so un-
usual?

worked hard to decipher the functionality of the mech-
anism. Replicas have been built and modern, computer
generated models have been created. As of today, the
following capabilities of the device have been recon-
structed:

22



. [4]
But the Antikythera mechanism is different and here is
why: Every modern invention we know of has a history.
An evolution. Computers, cell phones and tablets had
their “granddaddies”. Remember the Commodore 64?

Just to make one thing clear from the start because I’m
sure somebody will say that this Eisengruber guy said
the Antikythera mechanism is extraterrestrial in origin.
So here it is: I am NOT saying the Antikythera mecha-
nism is an extraterrestrial artifact. It is the work by very
smart ancient Greek people. Because – and that might
come as a surprise to some – the ancient people all
over the world were just as smart as we are today.
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics worked the same
thousands of years ago as it works today.
In fact, many of today’s scientific principles and math-
ematic rules were discovered and formulated in an-
cient Greece by VERY smart people. When I was a
teenager, our tongue-in-cheek slogan was “Pythagoras
– torturing teenagers with triangles since 560 B.C.”.
Archimedes, Aristarchos of Samos, Plato, Euclid and
many more are other names very well known to any
high school students today.
The Greek and the Roman world was incredibly sophis-
ticated. Buildings, architecture and instrumentation
(e.g. medical instruments) didn’t lack comfort, some
houses even had in-floor heating and running water.
One of the most ingenious mathematicians and engi-
neers of the Greek world was Heron of Alexandria
(some sources refer to him as Hero of Alexandria) who
lived from ca. 10 A.D. to 70 A.D.  
Heron of Alexandria wrote a number of books, some
of which were lost until they were re-discovered in
1896. 
The Encyclopedia Britannica tells us:
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In order to create the Antikythera mechanism, the fol-
lowing conditions have to be met:
1. The scientific knowledge of the planetary motions,

a heliocentric solar system and basic gravitational
laws have to be known to the maker(s) of the de-
vice.

2. The maker(s) also had to know the mathematics be-
hind the gearings and ratios.

3. The device has to be built to extremely exact spec-
ifications otherwise it wouldn’t work.

4 . It is impossible that a device of this complexity is
unique. It has to have at least predecessors.  

to 1: Today we know that the ancient Greeks had a very
advanced scientific knowledge. They were able to
calculate the circumference of the Earth. They
knew the planets and in the 3rd Century B.C.,
Aristarchos of Samos proposed a heliocentric
solar system. So this is in line with the knowledge
to build the Antikythera mechanism.

to 2: The Greeks had excellent mathematicians. As I
said earlier, many of today’s basic mathematical
principles are based on Greek mathematicians
and philosophers. The knowledge contained in
the Antikythera mechanism was certainly “top of
the line” in its time.

to 3: Here is where it gets trickier. The Greeks had in-
credible artists, artisans and metal workers. If you
go to any museum displaying Greek art and jew-
elry of the time, you can see the sophistication in
those pieces. But it is a different story to manu-
facture pre-calculated gearing of this complexity.
One has to imagine that all the gears have to be
cut out of bronze by hand. The skill to do this is
incredible. But yes, it is doable. Even today, to
build replicas of the mechanism is not an easy
task. Worldwide there are only a handful of them
around. And those have been built with modern
tools and the knowledge on how the machine
worked and looked. 

In my opinion, the gearing had to have been made by
one of the best metal workers of the day. The An-
tikythera mechanism had to be a collaboration of at
least a mathematician and metalworker – both the best
of their time. Some scholars suggest that the mecha-
nism was the work of a single individual. I don’t think
so. On the contrary, I even think that the Antikythera
mechanism was a collaborated project from many in-
dividuals who wanted to build some kind of “super-
computer”.
to 4: The fact that no mention about the Antikythera

mechanism in ancient texts has ever been found
is puzzling. That nothing even remotely similar
has ever been found is downright mind blowing.
Think about it. Machines like these must have
been incredibly expensive. Nobody would have

Or the Atari computers? Maybe you remember the first
handheld phones that were bigger and heavier than a
laptop today. 
The first cars were nothing more than a horse carriage
without the horse. Today, cars can pretty much drive
by themselves in all kinds of different conditions, are
air conditioned and are available in all forms, shapes
and sizes.
What is considered to be the first car with an internal
combustion engine was built in 1885 by German in-
ventor Carl Benz. But even that had somewhat of a
predecessor. As early as in the mid-1700s inventors
tried to build wagons that were non-animal powered
and succeeded in a few – rather primitive - steam and
electric powered vehicles. So in a time-frame of
roughly 250 years, we can see a steady progression of
car development. 
It is the same with pretty much any other technical in-
vention. Trains, planes, coffee machines, buildings, pot-
tery, even food, everything seems to have a “natural”
development, a time line which is more or less well
documented.
Not so with the Antikythera mechanism. It does not
have a predecessor. Not even close. Nothing like it is
mentioned in any ancient text, myth or otherwise. The
device MUST have stood out in its day, I have no doubt
about it. Yet, not a word has been mentioned any-
where. Sure, records have been lost over time and the-
oretically the knowledge about anything can be lost
forever in a fire like the one which destroyed the library
of Alexandria around 50 B.C. 
In addition to having no predecessor, nothing remotely
similar to the Antikythera mechanism has been found
for at least another 1000 (!) years. But wait, one might
say, what about the Inventions of Heron of Alexandria
which I mentioned earlier? 
Indeed, in many discussions about the Antikythera
mechanism, the Inventions of Heron of Alexandria are
often used put the mechanism in a specific “context”
which reads, “If Heron of Alexandria was able to do
this, the Antikythera Mechanism is not that “sensa-
tional” at all and “the ancients were smarter then we
think” and that’s all there is to it.”
It has also been speculated that the Antikythera mech-
anism was the work of a single genius. Some kind of
“Leonardo da Vinci of Greece”, an individual way ahead
of his time.
So let’s look at this logically: We have a mechanism
which is undocumented in the ancient world. Not a
word has been mentioned in the antique literature
anywhere. We DO have the accounts of Heron’s inven-
tions though. Wouldn’t it be logical that the An-
tikythera mechanism would be mentioned in some
ancient sources as well? Of course it’s possible that this
material was lost over time, no question about it.
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”
I find this highly intriguing. The mysterious Greek inven-
tor(s) painstakingly designed and built a machine which
wasn’t even very accurate. What good is a machine that
aims to predict e.g. a lunar or solar eclipse, but misses
by a few days? I could imagine the kings, this machine
is most likely for, would not be very impressed. All of
this work (most likely expensive, as all the gears are
handmade by an expert), and the results are not very
accurate? What’s going on? Would you use a calculator
that is only approximately right? 10+11~23.5?
The solution: Whoever built the mechanism didn’t really
fully understand it themselves! Whoever built it, built a
replica from much older sources and plans! These
sources were kept in the famous library of Alexandria
which contained knowledge from an ancient time much
further back as today’s history books suggest. This was
the time of the “gods”, the mysterious lost civilization
which left many traces all over the planet. This culture
or civilization which was directly influenced by the
“gods” was somehow destroyed by a catastrophe. Much
later, the (for us) ancient Greek scientists finally reached
a level of sophistication to understand some of the an-
cient text contained in the library of Alexandria and
other select places which were specifically built to house
the remnants of this ancient culture. That’s why it is no
coincidence that Heron and his “colleagues” gathered
around Alexandria and the Antikythera mechanism was
found on a shipwreck en route from Greece to North
Africa. I think that the brightest minds in the ancient
world tried to make sense of the “treasures” of knowl-
edge they found in much older sources. And that’s why
the Antikythera mechanism is such an “outlier”. I think
that we will not find a second mechanism like it because
it was built after an ancient plan. It didn’t need prede-
cessors because the “blueprints” were already complete. 
In a way, it is ironic that today’s restorers and replica
builders of the Antikythera mechanism are doing exactly
the same thing as the ancients did. History repeats it-
self.
This article will be continued in a later issue of PaleoSeti
Magazine.

____________________________________
[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antikythera_mechan-

ism
[2] de Solla Price, Derek “Gears from the Greeks – The

Antikythera Mechanism. A calendar Computer from
ca. 80B.C.”

[3] Freeth, Tony; Jones, Alexander (2012). "The Cosmos
in the Antikythera Mechanism". Institute for the
Study of the Ancient World

[4] https://www.britannica.com/biography/Heron-of-
Alexandria

just disposed of them. They must have been a
treasured item over many generations. To not find
ANY trace ANYWHERE in the thousands of ar-
chaeological digs all aver the Mediterranean
along with no mention of them anywhere in lit-
erature/scriptures is quite a feat. To put it in per-
spective, one of the rarest glass types found from
the antiquities is called “Diatret” or “cage cup”
glass. The glass was only made for royalty and ex-
tremely wealthy individuals. It is believed that the
glass was only made by two or three manufactur-
ers in the ancient world and was rare even when
it was new in antiquity. Today, only a handful of
examples are known. But nevertheless even this
rarest of finds is preserved in SEVERAL examples.
Shouldn’t it be the same with machines like the
Antikythera mechanism? Of course, absence of
proof does not mean proof of absence. Maybe
similar mechanisms have just not been found yet.
Or could it be that the Antikythera mechanism is
truly unique? Is it really the work of a single mind,
a pure result of an ancient genius?

All of this does not sit right with me. I would like to
offer another hypothesis that might steer the research
into the mechanism in a different direction.
In their work, Freeth and Jones [3] note the following,
summarized by Wikipedia [1]: 
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pological museum of
Guatemala in Guatemala
City, my wife spotted
something quite odd.
Here in one of the main
exhibit halls is a strange
carving on an odd hori-
zontal stele. My wife im-
mediately mentioned
“this almost looks like a
stylized computer work-
station”. And indeed,
the similarity is amaz-
ing. One can clearly

Article by Herbert Eisengruber

uring my study of the enigmatic site of Puma
Punku near Tiwanaku in Bolivia (see my article
in Issue 2 of PaleoSeti Magazine [1]), I came

across a very unusual drawing in one of the most im-
portant books about the site from 1892 by M. Uhle and
A. Stuebel [2]. There, on page 145, is a drawing that the
two German archaeologists drew. They write: “This
mysterious sculpture is located at the main plaza of Ti-
wanaku on the western side, right across from the
church. The sculpture is puzzling as it shows common
signs of a statue, without really being one […]”. The
drawing can be seen in [photo 1]. When I first looked
at the image, I was perplexed. The drawing immedi-
ately reminded me of a
stand-alone computer ter-
minal, sometimes also
called a “computer kiosk”.
Of course, the two German
Archaeologists from 1892
wouldn’t have had a com-
parison like this. At closer
inspection the drawing
looks remarkable. Even the
“sculpture’s” height of ap-
proximately 1m 20cm
would be consistent with
such a computer terminal.
When I first saw the image,
I also thought about mis-
understood technology.
Many other carvings and
drawings in Puma Punku
and Tiwanaku suggest a
highly technical origin.
Only as our own technol-
ogy advances, we might be
able to recognize the an-
cients’ attempts to capture
what they have seen. 
I wrote about what I think
are depictions of possible
virtual reality devices in
Issue 3 of PaleoSeti Maga-
zine [3].
During a visit in the anthro-

Missunderstood technology
Representations of ancient
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40 years of rapid development in the computer
industry, but screens are always the method of choice
to display data. And this will stay that way. The same
with keyboards. Nothing is more effective for data
input.
I don’t know about you, but every time such pieces of
misunderstood technology are found in museums are
discovered, I get really excited. What else do the mu-
seums of the world have in their vaults waiting to be
discovered?

make out what
could be looked
at as a keyboard
of some sort and
on top, a com-
puter screen. Sur-
rounding the
“screen” is a some-
what wavy carving.
In modern draw-
ings these wavy
“rays” around items
always are used to
indicate something
glowing. It’s a uni-
versal method to
show something is
lit up. But this stele is
Mayan and over
1500 years old. Did the ancient artists use the same
technique to show us some sort of lit up computer
screen? Is this stele also a depiction of misunderstood
technology?
Why would an advanced society use technology that
looks like ours, critics may ask. Simple: Because some
technologies are basic and don’t become obsolete
easily. Screens of some sort are an excellent way to dis-
play data. Now and in the future. We have now over
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In every issue, we are going to suggest book and/or film titles that
are of interest to the PaleoSeti or Lost Civilization Theories. 

Graham Hancock

Magicians of 
the Gods
The forgotten wisdom of
Earth’s Lost Civilization

’m always excited when a new
book from Graham Hancock
comes on the market. Although I

differ with some of the conclusions of
his theories at times, I appreciate his
clear and concise writing style and
stringent arguments. 
Twenty years after his bestseller “Fin-
gerprints of the Gods”, “Magicians of
the Gods” reflects an equal amount
of research in Hancock’s Lost Civiliza-
tion Theory. What I admire the most
is his ability to admit when he is just
speculating, hypothesizing or just
plain guessing. He is also an author
who is not afraid to be wrong. But
back to “Magicians of the Gods”. It
starts right were “Fingerprint of the
Gods” left off. Especially the section
about the ancient site Gobekli Tepe
in Turkey is worth the purchase of the
book alone. 
Hancock’s “Magicians” those sur-
vivors of the Lost Civilization who
tried to rebuild a new civilization after
an enormous cataclysm left traces all
over world. 
“Magicians of the Gods” will stir your
curiosity, no matter what “direction”
you are coming from. Even “ortho-
dox” archaeologists should be intrigued by some of
the facts Graham Hancock presents.
“Magicians of the Gods” is available from all major
book retailers, online or mortar-and-brick. Get it, it is

a good read for anyone interested in archaeology and
history.

Recommendations
Review by Herbert Eisengruber
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